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General knowledge

1

What do you know about

onditional probabilities ? Give a few formulas (you

an

use a probability tree).

Do ument

2

The

Game of Life

was devised in 1970 by British mathemati ian John Horton

Conway. It is a zero-player game taking pla e in a grid made of square
be lled or empty. An empty

The game starts with a set of living

an

dead, while a lled

ell is said to be

ells, the initial state. Ea h

ell will intera t

ell is said to be

alive or living.

ells that

with its 8 neighbours so that the status of ea h

ell in the grid may

moving to the next step (or next generation). Births and deaths o

hange when

ur following four

pre ise rules.

1.
2.
3.
4.
A

A living

ell with exa tly two or three neighbours stays alive.

A living

ell with less than two neighbours dies of loneliness.

A living

ell with more than three neighbours dies of

A dead

ell with exa tly three living neighbours

still life is a stati

rowding.

omes to life.

pattern, a pattern that does not

hange from one generation

to the next.
An

os illator is a pattern that repeats itself after a number of generations. This
alled the period of the os illator.

number is

Adapted from various sour es.

Questions

3
1.
2.
3.

Who devised this game, and when ?
Explain the meaning of the senten e It is a zero-player game.
Find, among the following patterns, the still-lifes and the os illators.
A

4.

B

C

D

E

Are there patterns that are neither still-lifes nor os illators ?
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